
Guide to BrightTALK’s Pro webinar
Presenting with slides, a screen share or both.
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Why use pro webinar?

Present your PowerPoint™ slides including animations and builds
Share your screen
Broadcast live in HD to your audience on mobile devices and PC/Macs
Interact with your audience with questions, feedback and attachments
Present alongside multiple remote presenters and use presenter chat to coordinate
Instant auto-convert into on-demand video for optimized playback on mobile devices and PC/Macs
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Booking

Schedule your Pro webinar by clicking to “Schedule a webinar”, select Pro webinar 
and make your booking. Once booked you have access to:

The BrightTALK presenter screen; and
Instructions for presenters including their PIN access to the BrightTALK presenter screen.
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Upload your slides

If you want to use slides you can upload (and re-upload) at any time.

You can step forward and back through your slides to check through the slides.

The first slide is automatically captured as the feature image to promote 
your event in the channel’s content listings and automated emails.

Slide format supported: 
PowerPoint™
Slide size limit: 
100MB
Supported:  
Animations and builds 
(not embedded video)

We recommend getting them added early on.
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Adding a screen share

If you want to share a screen using join.me (from a 2nd screen or another PC/Mac) 
during your presentation, you can add (remove and re-add) your join.me code at any 
time from 30 minutes before the scheduled start.

Screen share type supported: 
join.me
Code: 
One time 9 digit code only

We recommend getting your screen share added as soon as possible. Click the ‘i’ button 
to follow the quick 4 step guide in the Presenter screen for help.
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Dialing in

At 15 minutes to live, presenter(s) should dial in.

Multiple remote presenters will be able to speak to each other, and the audience won’t 
hear them until they go live.

Dial in details are provided in the BrightTALK presenter screen.
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Going live

When it’s time to start, the presenters will be prompted to start the live webinar. 
When you click ‘Start presenting’:

If slides are added, the live webinar will revert to the 1st slide – the audience will see this.
If no slides are added but a screen share is added the live webinar will display the screen being 
shared – the audience will see this.
the audience will be able to hear the presenters speaking.
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Presenting live

The video preview window in the BrightTALK presenter screen is a real-time, low resolution version of what 
is being broadcast live to your audience.  Your audience is viewing high resolution HD video, so for them 
animations and movement will be even smoother and higher quality.

Controlling slides
Simply step through using the Forward and Back buttons – your audience and fellow presenters will see 
these changes as you make them.
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Presenting live

Vision mix between slides and screen share
If you have slides and a screen share added – as you present simply switch between the slides and screen 
share tabs to switch the view that is being broadcast to the audience.
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Presenting live

Interact
Interact with your audience using questions, feedback and attachments.  If you have many 
questions, it is possible to organize them by prioritizing questions and mark others as answered.
Communicate with fellow presenters with presenter to presenter chat.
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Ending

When you are ready to end your webinar click “End presentation” to stop the event. 
The webinar will automatically end 4 minutes after the scheduled end time if you fail to click 
click “End presentation”.
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Ending

Once ended, your presenters will be able to continue to talk in private on the live 
presenting line for 5 minutes.
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Auto-conversion to on-demand

Ending will trigger the auto-conversion of the live event into an on-demand video. This will 
take a few minutes and once completed will be available immediately in the channel for 
on-demand viewings and further promotion.



Thank you


